SLEDGEBATS TRAINING INFORMATION
MADE IN USA
Welcome to the Sledgebat team. You have just taken the most important step in your baseball or softball career to
becoming a great hitter. By purchasing a Sledgebat, you will learn the major importance of hitting with the only true
“Perfect Point of Contact”, or (PPC) training bat and learn how to achieve it on virtually every swing.
Informed coaches, as well as, college and professional scouts are all looking for players that already possess at least
3 of the “5 Tools” needed for advanced level baseball and softball players. These 5 tools are as follows:
1. Arm velocity / Arm strength
2. Foot Speed / Quickness
3. Excellent glove / Fielding ability
4. Hitting for average
5. Hitting with power
From the list above, notice that #4 and #5 are only based on hitting ability. If you can develop any one of the first
three tools, and then develop both aspects of your hitting…you will be well on your way to achieving high levels of
play.

SO LETS TALK SLEDGEBAT HITTING
Tool # 4 above is “hitting for average”: In order to maintain a high average you must be able to consistently contact
or hit with the best part of the bat, “the sweet spot” on to the ball. This will cause the hardest contact and highest
velocity of the ball leaving the bat, which typically allows for the highest percentage of line drives and hits.
So How Does The Sledgebat Help You To Raise Your Batting Average?
•
•
•
•

The Sledgebat forces the hitter to train with only the (PPC), or “sweet spot” with each swing.
Each time the ball is struck, the Sledgebat provides the hitter with immediate “visual feedback”, based on
the angle and trajectory of the ball exiting the “face” of the Sledgebat barrel.
Consistent feedback will automatically train each hitter to make their own physical adjustments to their
swing in order to achieve the (PPC).
Training with only the (PPC), the Sledgebat will cause you to adjust your swing to be more compact and
shorten your path to the ball, which creates a quicker swing. This allows you to wait longer, and see the
ball travel further before you start your swing. Short, quick, compact swings cause higher averages.

Tool # 5 above is “Hitting with Power”. A “power hitter’ does not always have to be the BIG & STRONG monster
who bats 4th in the batting order. Every player can develop more power and learn to drive the ball. Power hitters
have very good bat speed, they make solid contact often, and they drive the bat thru the hitting zone with authority.
So How Does The Sledgebat Help You To Hit The Ball With More Power?
•

•
•

By training with only the (PPC), the Sledgebat forces the hitter to make consistent contact with the ball at
the most powerful point on each bat (aluminum or wood). This (PPC) produces higher exit velocity, which
will make the ball travel faster and at greater distances.
By not having an additional 4.5 inches of barrel above the (PPC) the Sledgebat requires the hitter to apply
greater “focus” and take a shorter swing path to the ball, which will accelerate the players bat speed.
The patent pending balance technology inside each Sledgebat, along with the additional weight from its
solid steel construction design, forces the hitter to drive the barrel “to and through” the ball, before and
after the (PPC). This will help to maximize strength and power for every hitter.
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